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OECD Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 180 pages. Dimensions: 10.9in. x 8.2in. x 0.4in.This
report addresses multilevel governance challenges in water policy in the Latin American and the
Caribbean (LAC) and identifies good practices for co-ordinating water across ministries, between
levels of government, and across local and regional actors. Based on the OECD Multilevel
Governance Framework and a survey on water governance, the report i) maps the allocation of
roles and responsibilities in 13 LAC countries water policy at central government and sub-national
level; ii) identifies the main coordination gaps in terms of territorial and institutional fragmentation,
funding mismatch, information asymmetry, accountability, objectives and capacity, and iii)
provides a range of mechanisms to improve water governance at all levels and foster capacity-
building. Table of Content : Acronyms and abbreviations Executive summaryChapter 1. A multi-level
governance approach to address complexity in the water sector -Introduction-Water as a
cornerstone for development -Better public governance for sustainable water policies: A rationale
for a multi-level approach-OECD Multi-level Governance Framework: A tool to diagnose water
governance challenges-Conclusion -BibliographyChapter 2. Mapping institutional roles and
responsibilities-Introduction -Methodology-Main features and observations of central government
institutional mapping -Main features and observations of institutional mapping at the sub-national
level-Conclusion -BibliographyChapter 3....
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The ideal ebook i actually read through. It really is writter in simple words and phrases and not confusing. Its been written in an remarkably simple way
and it is just after i finished reading this ebook where in fact modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Alice Cr em in-- Alice Cr em in

This ebook will not be simple to start on reading but very fun to learn. It generally is not going to expense too much. I am very happy to explain how this is
the finest book i have read in my very own existence and can be he finest pdf for at any time.
-- La va da  Cr uicksha nk-- La va da  Cr uicksha nk
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